The 120-year old cold case for the Grignard
reaction is finally solved
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acids, fats, proteins, enzymes, but they are also
essential components of most daily-life materials,
for example hydrocarbon fuels, plastics, or drugs. If
we could not synthesize carbon-carbon bonds our
lives would look quite different. Imagine not being
able to make necessary drugs or any light daily-use
material!
It all started 120 years ago with the Grignard
reaction that for the first time allowed the tailored
formation of carbon-carbon bonds. This reaction
has been widely used since then, and thoroughly
studied, but never fully understood.
The Nobel prize in chemistry, but without a
good explanation
In 1900, Victor Grignard found that magnesium
metal dissolved in ether in the presence of
bromoalkene. The resulting compound, which was
then called the Grignard reagent, reacted with
The reactive complex of the Grignard reaction, involving specific types of molecules (aldehydes or ketones)
two molecules of Grignard reagent CH3MgCl interacting to form new products, described as coming from
with acetaldehyde, and with three molecules of
the fusion of the two initial species. This reaction,
tetrahydrofuran aether. Other solvent molecules are
afterwards named the Grignard reaction, was
drawn as pentagons. Credit: Michele Cascella
published as a communication in the "Comptes
Rendus Hebdomadaires de l'Académie des
Sciences" and was immediately a hit. In 1901,
Grignard was granted the Ph.D. title from the
The Grignard reaction is used to synthesize carbon- University of Lyon, and eleven years after, at the
carbon bonds, a crucial step for making new
age of 41, the Nobel Prize in Chemistry.
molecules for academic and industry uses. Finding
efficient and selective methods for this reaction,
Since then, the Grignard reaction has been
using low cost materials and minimal energy
universally recognized, taught in all basic chemistry
resources has been the target of the research
courses and extensively used, and still today it
activity for more than 100 years. Incredibly enough, shapes the world of organic chemistry.
the way the Grignard reaction works has been
unknown—until now. As we finally understand it,
"Not understanding the molecular bases of such a
ways to its improvement can now open up.
fundamental process is very frustrating for
chemists. In fact, such a lack of knowledge
You do not need to be a chemist to know the
prevents scientists from developing ways to
importance of a carbon scaffold. In fact, molecules optimize the process," says Professor Odile
based on carbon are not only the essential building Eisenstein, one of the scientists behind the study.
blocks of all living organisms including nucleic
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Asking the right question, to the right people, at This task posed other several challenges at different
levels of complexity. Which pair of dancers in the
the right time
Schlenk-ballet would switch partners the quickest?
Five years ago, Professor Odile Eisenstein gave a Meaning, what compounds present in solution are
seminar at the University of Oslo. Prompted by a
truly reacting, and how?
question about complexity in chemistry by
Professor Mats Tilset, she presented the Grignard "One of the advantages of a computational study is
reaction as a prototypic example of a system that is that you are not restricted by the physical reality,
too complex to be understood. This statement
you can systematically test multiple hypotheses,
stimulated the curiosity of Professor Michele
and determine which is the best only a posteriori,"
Cascella who sat in the audience, and who decided says Cascella.
to have a closer look. A collaboration was born.
By computer simulations accompanied with high"I guess that the name of Grignard reaction rings a level quantum chemistry data, thanks to a
bell in the mind of any chemist. It is probably the
collaboration with Professor Jürgen Gauss
first organic chemical reaction I learned about, as a (Johannes Gutenberg-University Mainz, Germany),
student," says Cascella.
it was possible to establish a series of key points.
First, almost all the dancing couples will end up
forming stable carbon-carbon bonds, meaning that
Computational methods to zoom in on
all the molecules produced by the Schlenk
experimental chemistry
equilibrium promote the formation of carbon-carbon
Even if the chemical composition of the Grignard
bonds, although at different rates. Second, different
reagent is known, it was not possible to determine partners in the dance request different dancing
its three-dimensional structure. In fact, experiments steps; meaning, different substrate molecules will
indicate that there exist many structures that
react following different mechanisms characterised
continuously change into each other, a process that by either heterolytic or homolytic splitting of the
takes the name of "Schlenk equilibrium." The
magnesium-carbon bond (the two electrons of the
situation is further complicated by evidence that this bond go to the carbon, or are equally shared
equilibrium is influenced by the different groups
between the magnesium and the carbon).
linked to the central magnesium atom, and by the
solvent.
"What has always been known as the Grignard
reaction is, in reality, a group of reactions that occur
Eisenstein and Cascella decided to tackle the
simultaneously in the same sample," says Cascella.
problem using computer simulations. Modelling
both the reagent and the solvent in a realistic
Their studies demonstrated that unlike other
manner, they were able to detect the multiple
common reactions, in this case the solvent drives
chemical species during the Schlenk equilibrium.
the whole chemical process. This was also one of
Importantly, their study identified that the whole
the reasons why the Grignard reaction remained
process is determined by solvent molecules that
mysterious for so many years: "Systems dominated
combine to, or detach from, the magnesium atoms. by the solvent are hard to study, points Eisenstein.
Thus, the dance of solvent drives the exchange of Their structure is ever changing, and most
partners for the magnesium atom, giving rise to the experimental methods are not (yet) good enough to
Schlenk equilibrium, and resulting in the different
see what actually happens. Just like trying to take a
compounds present in the solution.
photograph of a flock of birds having a shutter
speed that is too slow. All you can see in the photo
is a blurred mess of feathers and bird-like shapes,
The dance of the Grignard reagent
but you cannot decide how many birds you have,
Knowing that the Grignard reagent is not a single
how they fly, or even which species it is. We cannot
well-defined compound, rather an ever-changing
determine anything from that. That is where
dancer, it became possible to look at the reaction. computational methods have an edge."
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More information: Raphael M. Peltzer et al. How
Solvent Dynamics Controls the Schlenk Equilibrium
Having identified the mechanism of this reaction is of Grignard Reagents: A Computational Study of
not the end of the story; rather, it is just a start.
CH3MgCl in Tetrahydrofuran, The Journal of
Physical Chemistry B (2017). DOI:
"We have just scratched the surface," says
10.1021/acs.jpcb.7b02716
Eisenstein. I"t has long been known that the
organometallic reactions can be enhanced with a
Raphael Mathias Peltzer et al. The Grignard
large variety of additives, such as salts, derivatives Reaction – Unraveling a Chemical Puzzle, Journal
of other metal compounds, etc. Additives can make of the American Chemical Society (2020). DOI:
a reaction faster, and cleaner. However, nobody
10.1021/jacs.9b11829
really knows how do they work. Now that we have
sufficient understanding on the Grignard reaction,
we can construct from this. Once we know how to
bake a cake, we can make it tastier and more
Provided by University of Oslo
beautiful. In other words, we can understand the
role of additives, and hopefully propose new ones."
A cold case getting hot

"For the future, this means that there might be ways
to predict improvements for the reaction, with all the
implications this will have in places where the
synthesis of molecules is needed, such as in
medical chemistry and in industry. This reaction is
prototypic for a lot of other reactions with metals,"
says Cascella. "And, unexpectedly, we found that
the most reactive species has a very similar shape
and structure to the active site of a group of
enzymes that are crucial for our existence: the
endonucleases."
Endonucleases are enzymes that process the DNA
in our cells, and they catalyze bond
breaking/forming using magnesium as the key
cofactor, just like in the Grignard dance. This opens
up exciting possibilities for understanding the
evolution of these enzymes. It is likely that they
started out using less complex, less efficient
pathways of the reaction, and then progressively
evolved by selecting the most efficient one. On the
other hand, designing ligands around the
magnesium atoms that mimic the structure of the
enzymes could be an excellent route for the
improvement of the Grignard reaction itself.
As old as it can be, the Grignard reaction confirms
today as a great source of inspiration for chemists.
Both publications on the Schlenk equilibrium and
the Grignard reaction are open access.
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